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Our customers are diverse and include fortune 500 companies, government agencies, 
banks and military. Below are just some of our 130,000 installations worldwide.
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Weir Minerals use AKCP SP2 for industrial monitoring. AKCP provided 30 sensorProbe2 devices with dry 
contacts to be integrated into the “Andon” station network in the Weir Minerals Manufacturing facility in 
Madison, Wisconsin, USA. Andon systems are one of the tools Weir Minerals use as part of their “lean 
manufacturing” process that helps to identify and resolve manufacturing support issues. The objective of this 
system is to resolve any conditions that are inhibiting production as rapidly as possible.

The system at Weir has 30 stations, each consisting of an SP2 device, switch box and light stack. The The system at Weir has 30 stations, each consisting of an SP2 device, switch box and light stack. The 
switches are connected to the light stack, and the machine operator turns the switch to illuminate the 
appropriate light should a problem arise. This also triggers as associated dry contact connected to the SP2 
device. The SP2 then triggers the response team members designated to address that specific condition via 
e-mail and SMS text messaging, alerting them to the specific location in the factory.

Lufthansa Technik, the maintenance arm of the German airline Lufthansa, have selected AKCP monitoring 
devices for use in several of their maintenance hubs worldwide.

In the business of aircraft maintenance time plays a crucial role, and so does the timely supply of the In the business of aircraft maintenance time plays a crucial role, and so does the timely supply of the 
mechanical, consumable and expendable spare parts, thus Lufthansa Technik keeps thousands of part 
numbers permanently in stock at each of their hubs. There are industry regulations regarding the storage of 
many of these parts. There is a wide range of temperature and humidity thresholds for different parts, such as 
batteries, composites, oils or solvents. In order to constantly monitor the storage conditions AKCP technology 
has been deployed.

AKCP distributor, SMARTEL worked together with the Sharjah Police Force to install a Temperature, UPS, 
CRAC and Generator monitoring system for their server room. Using AKCP’s securityProbe platform and 
sensors, SMARTEL were able to design a complete sensor monitoring system for Sharjah’s server room that 
automatically triggered Email and SMS Notifications to data center personnel.

SMARTEL used an IO-Digital 8 Sensor to monitor alarm dry contacts from the server room’s UPS, CRAC and 
Generator systems. The IO-Digital8 ships in two options. The first option has a single RJ45 connector at one 
end and 8 x2 PIN Dry Contact connectors along one side.
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